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Paul Neville – Managing Director 

 

Matt Aspey – DesignOffice 

Fernando DoRego – Project Manager 

1: CHR TEAM 
RESOURCE 
CHR Foodservice Equipment Team 

In 2019, CHR celebrated 27 years in 
business.  CHR employs a team of 9 
people and delivered more than  
£4.1 million of projects this year. 

CHR PROJECT TEAM AT Freemasons at 
Wiswell   

Responsible for taking the brief, writing the 
specification and cost proposal and 
working with the rest of the team until full 
sign off by the client.  

Our lead designer with 18 years experience 
in commercial catering design.  Matt was 
responsible for taking the sales team brief 
to full working drawings through to final 
production drawings using Revit and BIM 
for client approval, helping provide full cost 
modelling and coordination. 

Responsible for the coordination of the 
approved drawings and scope of works, 
ensuring that the project is delivered on 
time, to specification and on budget. 
Fernando is also responsible for handover 
and training to ensure site is fully trained 
and handover manuals are in the 
possession of the client. 



2: THE CLIENT 

Freemasons at Wiswell, where fabulous food is served in an elegant and relaxed rural setting. The inn is located in the 'chocolate box' 
village of Wiswell, near Clitheroe, in the picturesque Ribble Valley. 

Since our transformation and reopening in the summer of 2009, we have created a loyal clientele and a genuine home-from-home 
atmosphere. Flag stone floors, walls in muted heritage colours, antique rugs and furniture, period paintings and prints all unite to 
create a stylish and comfortable setting. Our bar has an excellent selection of traditional cask conditioned ales from award-winning 
independent breweries and is complemented by a superb cellar with over 250 wines from around the world. 

While the surroundings and welcome are inviting, the main reason to visit is, of course, our food. Steven Smith has created a unique 
and diverse menu that perfectly matches the style and atmosphere, and we will be delighted to welcome you for a true gastronomic 
experience in a stylish pub setting. 

Now in our 10th year, it is the perfect time for us to evolve and progress again. With the introduction of 8 luxury 
timeless bedrooms for you to stay over and enjoy everything our great pub has to offer, and also the introduction of our revolutionary 
forward thinking Mr Smith's kitchen table and bench. So you can experience at first hand what it takes in one of the country's best 
loved pub. 

 

https://www.freemasonsatwiswell.com/rooms


3: PROJECT HISTORY 

You imagine, we create.  

 

 

 

 

In 2011 , CHR worked with Chef owner Steven Smith to help create a new kitchen, ripping up the old gas kitchen and replacing with a very 
energy efficient sustainable solution.  The project won the CEDA GRAND PRIX AWARD for most sustainable Kitchen, while providing Steven 
and the team at Freemasons a kitchen that would help them deliver a consistent product, and propel Freemasons to become one of the best 
pubs in the UK. 

In January Steven chatted to our Paul Neville about his dreams to push Freemasons on; Steven was imagining “Mr Smith’s”.  An idea to turn 
one of the best pubs in to the UK to one of the best pubs in the world. 

The new development would see  Freemasons invest in its new luxury bedrooms and create one of the  first pub kitchen chef  tables in the UK 
to deliver a whole new experience in fine dining.      

 

Photos shown below from 2011 award: 

  



4: THE DESIGN BRIEF 

To design  and deliver “Mr Smith’s”.  

A world class kitchen environment that would allow various 
revenue opportunities for the business while allowing the 
existing business to continue to grow and develop in to one 
of the best pubs in the world. 

 

The works involved: 

Strip out of the existing bespoke kitchen 

Re-modelling of bespoke items delivered in 2011, service and 
re-install as part of the refit space  

Extension and modernisation of the ventilation system  

Introduction of a new “Mr Smith’s“ open kitchen table and 
chef’s bench  

New stills and dishwash area 

Utilisation of equipment to form a temporary kitchen space 
to keep the business running throughout the refurbishment 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Existing 

New Design 



In order to achieve this vision, CHR were asked to design a new kitchen space with certain considerations in mind: 
 
• Retain as many of the existing kitchen assets as possible  

 
• Create a space in which the existing business at Freemasons could continue to grow (Introducing good preparation zones and 

work flow to work outside kitchen service times) 
 

• Create a kitchen that would be aesthetically pleasing while robust enough in a high end commercial kitchen environment  
 

• Continue to deliver high efficiency, both for cleaning and energy  
 

• Easy to clean and operate 
 

• Ensure the current business would remain open through the redevelopment  
 

 

4: DESIGN BRIEF - considerations 



4: DESIGN BRIEF- complexity 

Every kitchen is complex when we look at the amount of mechanical and electrical work required. Add drains, fats oil and grease legislation, 
ventilation, heating, lighting and that’s just the start of a normal day at office for most CEDA members. 

Noise (DBA levels) and heat rejection are also a part of our daily lives; ensuring the customer is educated in the investment that they are about to 
make. Can we afford to remove compressors out of the way to reduce both of these elements? 

 

Freemasons was like any other new build, but with one major difference: 

 THIS PROJECT WAS A REFURBISHMENT 

Returning it to a world class kitchen by re-introducing over £100k of existing kit was as challenging as you'd expect. 

The planning consent given was based on a single story extension which presented us with low ceilings and tight spaces to design, let alone 
stripping out the existing high tech bespoke cookers and fabrication costing more that £100k 10 years ago.  

The building itself dates back a few years and therefore presented challenges in both floor levels and walls that are typical of an old country inn.  

Ventilation systems had to remain as no consent had been given to put more plant on the roof but additional equipment and systems still needed 
to be introduced  to cope with the kitchen demands. 

The new facility would need to seat 14 diners; a minimum to ensure it could be populated at peak weekend periods and ensuring the money spent 
on the kitchen would be returned as part of the overall business plan. 

 



4: DESIGN BRIEF – Drawings - coordination 

CHR provided  all contractors BIM level 2 drawings, from concept 
design through 3D visuals to construction issue.  With a kitchen 
so fundamental to the overall restaurant design, these drawings  
were crucial to the entire project team.  CHR had a huge 
responsibility to the other professionals working on this project, 
including: 

• Main contractor 

• Clients designated builder 

• Joiners 

• Electricians 

• Plumbers 

• Finance 

Each of these disciplines required drawings from CHR which were 
effectively communicated to enable them to deliver their element 
of the project. 

CHR also led on material specification, elements of which were 
continued into other areas of the overall restaurant design. 

The BIM drawings are linked back to our catering estimation 
software which enables clients to benefit from layout drawing to 
specification and cost proposal relatively quickly.  This particular 
client was keen to agree layout as early as possible so this proved 
invaluable for setting budgets . 

CHR’s drawings were used in every aspect of the process and 
praise from the wider project team was given to Matt Aspey for 
his ability to update and issue drawings in a timely manner.  

 

With Refurbishment work you never know what lies beneath! 



4: DESIGN BRIEF –Specification 
Our suppliers: 

To re-create the open kitchen, CHR first had to evaluate and remove the current kitchen, allowing us to change the look and feel of the 
clinical/cleanable kitchen we created a few years ago, to something that our client’s customers would feel at home dining in. 

So we recycled over £100k worth of existing equipment.  The bespoke MKN cooking suite was cut up to enable us to remove from site 
and taken away to Liverpool to be modified/extended to include a new frying section and combi oven to make the cook line serving 
both Freemasons and Mr Smith’s. The central pass, also bespoke, would undergo refurbishment and would be returned with a look to 
suit the new environment.  

CHR delivered over 80% of the specification from British manufactures, most of whom are within a 30 mile radius of the Restaurant site 
itself. 

Many of whom are CEDA partners: CED Fabrications Ltd, Precision Refrigeration, Inox Fabrication. 

For the 20% of products we needed to procure  outside of the UK, we used CEDA partners MKN,  and  Maidaid at Freemasons. 

All of our specifications complied with TM50, WRAS Approval and CE MARKED as you'd expect from a CEDA member. 

All refurbishment work undertaken was returned to site with an additional 12 months warranty ensuring the client would feel 
completely protected on the investment made. 



Applying finish detail to existing canopy  Build up details on plinths 

Plinth structure  Wall , Ceiling Finish details  

4: DESIGN 
BRIEF – 
Details  

Every design project we undertake has one common issue “The 
building contractor“ . In order for us to deliver on our promise, our 
team needs to fully understand the building shell and how this needs 
to be delivered to us. Thus allowing the contractor to fully 
appreciate and understand how the kitchen is completely different 
to any other part of a building and how they in turn can help a good 

project become a great project.  We won’t show all our details but 
we now have over 200 templates to protect CHR, our suppliers and 
our customers and ensure builders build exactly what is needed in a 
commercial kitchen.  Not what they think we need. 



4: DESIGN BRIEF – drawing in BIM, 1st Draft 
3D visualisation we first created which helped Steven to see the space and resulted in the kitchen being able to be 
fixed and the finished look agreed. 



4: DESIGN BRIEF – drawing in BIM, Detail 



5: INSTALLATION & 
HANDOVER 
CHR provided a huge amount assistance and coordination in ensuring 
that all other trades on site were well briefed as to what their 
requirements were ahead of our arrival on site to install. 

Structural and electrical loads were provided along with detailed 
service drawings enabling the wider project team to deliver their 
individual elements. 

It’s worth noting that the tolerance allowance on this project was 
2mm.  

This upfront work allowed for a straightforward installation of the 
kitchen elements.  CHR would like to extend their thanks to the wider 
project team in working so closely with them. 

A comprehensive training and handover programme allowed the team 
at Freemasons to get to grips with the equipment very quickly. And 
ensured Freemasons was ready to open and operate at Stevens 
request. 

On time – on budget. 



The decommissioning and re-installation was very technical. Not only taking in to account how we remove £100k worth of purpose 
built, bespoke equipment to allow the building to be modernised and changed aesthetically but also to increase the current cookline to 
match the  MKN suite  

A programme for refurbishment included the matching up of differing materials,  Every refrigeration product used on the new site 
would be black along side all the bespoke fabrication, each and every panel would be powder coated to achieve the new look. New 
work tops, hanging details and support would need to be installed. 

The bespoke cookers had to be stripped, welds broken and completely re-wired to account for the new equipment on the line. New 
MCBs installed to cookers and counters which were then re-welded and polished on site. 

Every counter which would be retained had to be re-worked and modernised, serviced and tested prior to being delivered back as part 
of a larger “jigsaw“ to be built back up on site to align with the overall builders programme. 

Equipment that was to be disposed of, was re-used as part of the temporary kitchen allowing the business to remain open at very little 
cost while the whole project was delivered in. The temporary kitchen was then dismantled and removed from site. 

The installation was timely, within budget and the facility opened as per programme. 

 

5: INSTALLATION & HANDOVER  
– Rethinking The Way In 



6: CLIENT REFERNCE LETTER 

 



7: PHOTOGRAPHS & 
DRAWINGS 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Kitchen 



As installed  



Elevations 



Elevations 



Elevations 



Temporary Kitchen  



Revit Drawing 



Revit Drawing 

 



Finished Site  



Finished Site 



Finished Site 



Finished Site 



Finished Site 



Video Case Study 
In partnership with Precision Refrigeration, we have created a video 
case study to highlight the work carried out at Freemsons. 

We invite the judges to take a look by clicking here.  

If you are reading the printed version and wish to watch the video, 
please visit: 
 
https://youtu.be/G9hLyjywMWI 

https://youtu.be/G9hLyjywMWI


8: SUMMARY 

WHY THIS PROJECT SHOULD WIN THIS 
AWARD 

Mr smiths is quite different to the normal 
CEDA award entry’s we have submitted in 
years gone by , In fact it’s the first project  
already to hold a CEDA grand prix award 
winner for the most sustainable kitchen 
award back in  2011  

The project this time was very different , As 
it’s a refurbishment but by recycling , re 
using and re working the original investment 
we are able to demonstrate not only how 
good the original investment  was. But we 
have been able to create a totally unique 
design which has helped The Freemasons 
create a completely separate business and 
income to the overall business in freemasons 
itself . 

Steven is already regarded one of the best 
Chefs in the country , Freemasons is 
regarded one of the best pubs in the country 
and we believe Mr smiths now has all the 
tools to become one of the best pubs in the 
world 

A thought that is shared by our customer. 

At CHR we are very proud of our extensive 
involvement in this project and we invite you 
take a closer look. 


